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BACKGROUND

With SWIFT’s introduction of Know Your Customer (KYC) and Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
initiatives, the focus of the UK Financial Crime Compliance Advisory Group (UK FCCAG) is
towards operational issues linked to correspondent banking but also covers the needs of
securities players and corporates.
The UK FCCAG forms part of SWIFT UK Ltd (“SWIFT UK”), a company formed to support the UK
community of SWIFT users by co-ordinating their views, forming common UK policy and
facilitating communication and collaboration between SWIFT and the UK community. SWIFT
UK performs the function of SWIFT National Member and User Group for the United Kingdom,
but is independent of SWIFT SC.
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OBJECTIVES

•

Provides input to SWIFT SC’s Financial Crime Compliance Advisory Group (“global FCCAG”)
on proposals for development of standards, policies and shared services in noncompetitive areas linked to financial crime compliance;

•

Monitors regulatory developments and provides a forum to exchange views on the
operational impact of such developments (direct liaison with regulators remains the
responsibility of each member);

•

Engages the operational, transaction banking, securities, corporate banking and
compliance divisions of financial institutions in a discussion on the operational
implications of dealing with FCC regulations;

•

Advises the UK Banking and Payments Committee (and ultimately the SWIFT UK Ltd
Board) in formulating and scoping FCC strategy and business development plans for
standards, market practices and shared services where they relate to financial crime
compliance; and

•

Provides feedback to the SWIFT UK secretariat on SWIFT Board papers that relate to
financial crime compliance (for incorporation into the Board paper briefing). Recommends

a UK position on any decision items in the Board papers and escalates any other concerns
or requirements to the SWIFT UK Board as appropriate.
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STRUCTURE
a) Chair
•
•
•

The FCCAG will elect a chairperson for a term of three years, which is renewable;
The Chair will agree the agenda, actions and minutes with the Secretariat; and
The FCCAG will elect a deputy Chair if required by the Chair for three years (renewable).
b) Membership

•
•
•
•

Participation is open to all SWIFT UK members;
Representatives of SWIFT will be invited to attend;
Representatives of other stakeholders may also be invited to attend, with agreement of the
Group; and
As the work of the UK FCCAG is driven by the agenda of the global FCCAG, the chairperson
of the UK FCCAG will be a member of the global FCCAG. Global FCCAG members are
appointed by SWIFT, however they are expected to provide feedback from their national
communities and share the outcome of global FCCAG discussions with their national
groups. In the interests of good governance, prospective members of the global FCCAG who
represent the UK should seek the endorsement of the UK FCCAG before joining the global
FCCAG.
c) SWIFT support

•
•

SWIFT provides key support and expertise for this User Group; and
The SWIFT host must be present at every face to face meeting held at SWIFT’s offices and if
unavailable must provide an alternate who can attend.
d) Escalation and Authority

•
•
•
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The UK FCCAG will report to the SWIFT UK BPC (Banking & Payments Committee). Regular
progress reports will be provided to the UK BPC by the secretariat;
Where consensus cannot be achieved, the UK FCCAG chairperson will refer the issue to the
UK BPC, advising the majority view with a note indicating the size of minority opinion; and
Secretariat support is provided by SWIFT UK Ltd.
Administration
a) Meeting Frequency

•
•

The UK FCCAG will convene around meetings of the global FCCAG, preferably afterwards so
that members can receive an update; and
Other meetings will be arranged at the request of the Chair.
b) Papers and Meeting set up

•
•

The Secretariat will collate and distribute the papers to the members; and
Regular progress reports will be provided to the Board by the Secretariat or by the
Chairperson at the invitation at the Board.
c) Funding

•

The UK FCCAG is funded from the SWIFT UK Ltd budget.
d) ToR review & update

•
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The ToR will be reviewed annually.
Competition Law and Conflicts of interest

Members and attendees must be aware of their obligations to avoid any conflicts of interest
and breach of competition law.
Members are asked to ensure that commercially sensitive information is not shared and that
any conflicts of interest are disclosed.

Appendix 1
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